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 vCSA – Video Clips | vcSA There’s a certain modicum of interest in the virtual reality ecosystem, especially following the
Apple iPhone’s much-publicized introduction last week. The HTC Vive, a product that launched just six weeks ago, was

arguably more important to a trend-setting device. Jiffy Lube is now offering a “mobile oil change service” at auto repair shops.
Customers can take advantage of the free service while on their way in to get a tuneup. There is a $40 upcharge, however, for

fast lube oil changes. IOTA is planning to launch an initial coin offering for its blockchain-based technology called Tangle in the
second quarter of this year. The development team for IOTA expects to hold the ICO to raise the required funds for further

development and expansion. Share this: Like this: LikeLoading... Related Author: Dickson Gabiam An experienced
management professional and business leader, Dickson Gabiam holds expertise in strategic planning, operations and sales and
marketing management, management of multiple business units, and leadership of complex business initiatives. View all posts

by Dickson GabiamOne of the trends in enterprise computing in recent years has been the migration of data center storage
systems from traditional disk-based storage to object-based storage. In object-based storage, the data of an enterprise's data
center is stored in large databases that are based on the concept of an object. This provides significant advantages for data
security and data management, as object-based storage provides strong permissions and security management. In current

enterprise-wide object storage systems, many clients may mount hundreds of thousands of objects on top of a single storage
system. Each client is able to mount any of the objects stored on the system without having to know the exact location of the

objects in the storage system. The system is typically optimized for providing read operations on the mounted objects. However,
it is increasingly desirable to provide write operations on the mounted objects as well. Current write operations tend to be

inefficient, however, as they must re-serve objects that have been written to, even if they are not being used as a mount target. A
typical enterprise object-based storage system may include one or more storage nodes that are interconnected by a network

and/or a fabric that allows the storage nodes to exchange information with one another. The storage nodes may include a
plurality of local 82157476af
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